






The Friendship Circle reaches out and 
extends a helping hand to families who have 
children with special needs and involves 
them in a full range of social experiences. 
The Circle’s’ unique formula introduces 
teenage volunteers to the children and 
through shared experiences both are 
enriched. We train teenage volunteers to 
become friends and mentors to a child 
with special needs thereby giving them the 
opportunity to have what every child needs 
– friends, role models, and love.
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The Friendship Circle Philadelphia North serves families of youth with special needs and provides volunteer 
opportunities for teenagers in Northeast Philadelphia, Newtown, and Huntingdon Valley. To donate or leave 
a LEGACY GIFT to help support our programs, please contact Rabbi Shemtov at ys@fcpa.info.

Lubavitch of Bucks County
25 N. State Street
Newtown, PA 18940

THE GREAT CHALLAH BAKE
The Challah Bake was a great success! On 
November 20th, four families came out to 
bake Challah in a Bag along with some of our 
teens to help out! The program started with 
a video to introduce everyone to a new way 
to make challah, in a BAG! Miriam Shemtov 
demonstrated all of the steps while everyone 
followed along. The kids loved smashing the 
ingredients together with their hands, but not 
actually getting dirty! Andrea Nissenbaum, a 
Friendship Circle mother, states, “Ryan liked 
mixing the ingredients and kneading the 
dough with his Friendship Circle buddies 
Rebecca and Will.”

Following, the kids took time to make Chef 
Hats! What’s a chef without one’s hat? Once 
the hats were ready, the chefs were ready 
for more steps. Then, while the dough was 
rising in the bag, the buddies, parents, and 

teens practiced braiding with twizzlers to 
prepare for braiding their challah. The kids 
were all smiles, getting to eat their braided 
treat when finished. 

Finally, the dough was ready for braiding and 
everyone worked together to braid the challah 
perfectly! By the time the families returned 
home, the challah was ready to bake for forty 
minutes. As one parent, Tania Strabinsky 
says, “If anyone was apprehensive bringing 
their child to the Friendship Circle Challah 
Bake, they were quickly melted away by the 
warmth of everyone there, from organizers to 
volunteers. Love and patience were directed at 
the participants, who ranged in age, and were 
completely relaxed. Not a single child felt left 
out. From cartwheels to sharing funny stories, 
everyone who came felt at home.” Needless to 
say, the Challah Bake was a great success!
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